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Prism Suite 11.0.1 is a maintenance release. As such, it contains primarily bug fixes and a few 
enhancements to existing features.  
 
Helpful Links 
 
System Requirements for Prism Suite 11.0.x 
http://www.nbtnet.newboundary.com/supportkb/article.aspx?id=11033&cNode=8F6U8O  
 
How to Back Up Prism SQL Databases before Upgrading to Prism Suite 11.0.x 
http://www.nbtnet.newboundary.com/supportkb/article.aspx?id=10219&cNode=8F6U8O 
 
How to Upgrade to Prism Suite 11.0.x 
http://www.nbtnet.newboundary.com/supportkb/article.aspx?id=11025 
 

Bug Fixes 

1. When you change the "Run" option ("Normal Window," "Minimized," etc.) for a shortcut within a 

Prism Package, the option no longer goes back to its default state. 

2. Prism Packages now distribute shortcut "hot key" settings correctly. 

3. A computer's Active Directory description is now displayed in the AD Description field of the Console 

(add AD Description by using More Fields). It is also displayed in the computer's properties window. 

4. A refresh defect when working with Tasks in Task Groups has been fixed. 

5. "Index out of range" error when removing a Task from a Task Group has been fixed. 

6. In some cases, Prism Packages would take a very long time to create. The Packages would get much 

bigger than they should have been, and the Editor would abruptly start over. This was most often 

seen on systems that had Adobe Air installed. This issue has been fixed. 

7. It no longer takes a long time to open or create Prism Packages on Windows 7 64-bit or Windows 

Vista 32-bit. 

8. When adding a purchase date to scanned or non-scanned assets on the Assets tab, the date now 

resolves to today's date by default. 

9. An issue that caused duplicate groups to be displayed when trying to add a computer to a group has 

been fixed. 

10. A scenario that caused distributed files to be copied to the wrong channel's distribution point has 

been fixed. 

11. An issue that caused scanned computers on the Assets tab to be associated with deleted assets has 

been fixed.  

12. "Failed to compare two elements in the array" error when looking at a Task with multiple 

assignments has been fixed. 

13. The \SysWOW64\ directory has been added to the ignored locations of Default inventory 

configuration. 

14. The \i386\ directory has been added to the ignored locations of Default inventory configuration. 

15. The Add Groups button in German installations of Prism has been correctly sized. 

16. The License Unit tree view no longer shows duplicate application entries under a License Unit. 

http://www.nbtnet.newboundary.com/supportkb/article.aspx?id=11033&cNode=8F6U8O
http://www.nbtnet.newboundary.com/supportkb/article.aspx?id=10219&cNode=8F6U8O
http://www.nbtnet.newboundary.com/supportkb/article.aspx?id=11025
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17. A Task's Order field is now correctly sorted in the detailed view. 

18. Adding a Task to a Task Group no longer moves the group to the wrong spot in the tree. 

19. "Value should be between Minimum and Maximum" error when looking at the properties of a Task 

has been fixed. 

20. The 24-hour time format is now displayed correctly in the Database Maintenance and Distribution 

Location dialogs. 

21. Scenarios that caused shortcuts in Prism Packages to resolve to the wrong special folder (64-bit 

location vs. 32-bit location) have been fixed. 

Customer-Requested Feature Enhancements 

1. It is now possible to add the computer's description field to reports and to sort by that field.  

2. If a computer's description changes in Active Directory, Prism’s new AD Description field will show 

the new data. 

3. It is now possible to schedule a Task deployment to only run at user logon - the first user logon after 

the Task's scheduled time. 

4. Wake on LAN Tasks now run much closer to the Task's scheduled time. 


